Pollutant transport in breaking random water waves on mild slope zone was studied by using the numerical models. In the models, propagation of random water waves was modeled by parabolic mild slope equation, breaking random wave induced currents were modeled by shallow water equation, and pollutant transport in surf zone was modeled by pollutant motion model. The numerical results indicated that the breaking wave induced long-shore current was a main hydrodynamic factor for pollutant transport in surf zone. Moreover, the pollutant transported more quickly as the emission location was closer to wave breaking line, and the pollutant near wave breaking line transported more quickly with the increase of the incident wave height and offshore plane steepness. Furthermore, the wave period had more obvious influence on pollutant transport when wave breaking was governed by wave steepness rather than by water depth in surf zone. The pollutant transport in random breaking waves showed the same tendency as that in regular breaking waves.
Introduction
In coastal zones, terrestrial runoff pollution often drains directly onto the beach, degrading water quality. The drained pollutant, upon entering ocean waters, is first mixed, dispersed, and advected within surf zone (the region of breaking waves). As random water waves propagate from deep to shallow coastal zones, they are under refraction, diffraction, as well as shoaling action. As waves approach the shoreline, they usually break at an angle, generating long-shore currents that flow parallel the beach. The waves and wave breaking induced long-shore currents can result in mass transport of water and pollutant in surf zones. In these zones, the random water waves and currents promote the mix of the pollutant in water and transport them to different zones as the exchange of the water.
Several researchers have made much progress both on numerical and experimental modeling of surface water waves, wave-breaking induced currents and pollutant movement in regular wave induced currents [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Whereas, behavior of polluted waters upon entering the surf zone is not well understood, and the pollutant transport in breaking random waves is less studied. Advancing this understanding is crucial to improving beach water quality.
This paper aimed to study the pollutant transport in breaking random water waves on mild slope zone by using the numerical models. The numerical models consisted of surface water wave, wave breaking induced current, as well as pollutant movement models. In the models, the parabolic mild slope equation was applied to model the random surface water waves, the shallow water equation was applied to model the breaking random wave induced long-shore currents, in which water wave fields provided the radiation stress gradient to drive current fields, and the pollutant motion model was applied to model the pollutant movement in surf zone. The influences of the incident wave height, wave period and offshore plane slope on pollutant transport were numerically studied based on the models.
Numerical Models
The numerical models for pollutant transport in random wave breaking zone consisted of models for surface water wave, breaking wave induced current, as well as pollutant motion in waves and currents.
Model for Surface Water Wave
Berkhoff [1] developed the mild slope equation, in which the properties of linear progressive water waves are predicted by a weighted vertically integrated model. For the linear mild slope equation, researchers have developed parabolic models, which have efficient solution advantages over the elliptic form. Kirby [2] developed an extension parabolic mild slope equation based on a minimax principle. For the random surface water wave, the parabolic mild slope equation incorporating wave-breaking effect was described as:
where, x and y are coordinates defining the horizontal plane, and x is the wave propagating principal direction; i is imaginative unit; 0 a , 1 a and 1 b are coefficients defined according to the aperture width chosen to specify the minimax approximation, and the corresponding coefficient values herein are: ; h is still water depth; n A is the nth wave imaginative amplitude; n k is the nth wave number; n k is the wave number averaged in y direction; n is the nth wave angular frequency; n n n C k and gn n n C k are the nth wave velocity and wave group velocity respectively; is wave energy dissipation factor due to wave breaking, and given as:
where the breaking wave height b H is governed herein by:
where L is wave length; is the wave-breaking ration and governed by [3] :
where is the offshore plane slope. For the parabolic mild slope model, the lateral boundary condition is prescribed as: i sin
where r c is wave reflection coefficient on the lateral boundary, is wave angle along the boundary. In modeling random water waves, the incident wave height and period were divided according the wave spectrum into N part regular wave parameters and the root mean wave height H was guided by: The parabolic mild slope was discretized by a finite difference method with C-N scheme and solved by tridiagonal mathematic algorithm [4] .
Model for Breaking Wave Induced Current
The breaking wave induced current motion was guided by the following depth-integrated, horizontal momentum balance equations since water depth in surf zone is relatively shallow:
where, U=(U,V) is wave-induced current velocity vector, and V is long-shore current velocity; is mean water level; 
where, * n A is the conjugative complex of n A . Surface friction stresses in waves and currents were ignored herein, and bottom friction stresses were defined as [6] The lateral mixing stresses were defined as:
where 0 u H , and 0.15 is a non-dimension coefficient [7] . In all applications of the model, the initial conditions were assumed to be at the state of rest, and U, V and are set to be zero initially. The boundary conditions were prescribed as follows: at the offshore open sea boundary, assuming that the offshore open sea boundary was far enough from the surf zone, no current other than the nearshore current flowed into the computational regions. At the onshore and along the lateral open sea boundaries, assuming a gentle bottom slope on these boundaries, the slip boundary condition was applied: 0 n , 0 U n , 0 V n . A finite difference method with the ADI (alternating direction implicit) scheme was applied to solve the problem formulated above. The wave-induced near-shore current model was run until they approximated a steady state.
Model for Pollutant Motion in Surf Zone
The pollutant motion in surf zone was guided by:
Where c is the pollutant concentration averaged in water depth; cwx D and cwy D are the pollutant diffusion coefficients in waves and currents along x and y directions respectively; m S is the pollutant source terms. The expression for the pollutant diffusion coefficient in waves and currents was guided by [8] 
Where, b D is the rate of wave energy dissipation due to breaking; 0.5 2 is a modified coefficient. Herein, Eq. (19) was modified to including the wave breaking effect.
The initial value for pollutant concentration was set according to the pollutant initial state to be zero. Assuming the pollutant concentration at the boundaries to be very small compared to its central concentration, the pollutant boundary conditions were set as follows: at the boundary the pollutant flows into the computation field, the pollutant concentration was set as its value far off the computation field, which was: c=0. At the boundary the pollutant flows out of the computation field, assuming the pollutant concentration to be smooth and neglecting the pollutant diffusion effect, the boundary condition was set as: V 0 c t c . A finite difference method with the ADI (alternating direction implicit) scheme was used to solve the above models.
Numerical Test of Pollutant Transport in Breaking Random Wave
The numerical models for random water waves, long-shore currents, as well as pollutant motion in regular waves and long-shore currents were well validated respectively [11] [12] . In the paper, the pollutant transport in random wave breaking zone was numerically tested based on the aforementioned models. Assuming that the random incident waves propagated at 30 o angle to a mild slope offshore plane, long-shore currents were generated as incident random waves broke on the plane, and the pollutant was discharged outside and inside of the surf zone. The numerical models were run on the domain with a 20m length (distance to the shore line) and 15m width, and the pollutant was continually discharged at emission sites with distances of 3m and 12m to the shore line respectively. The parameters for the numerical test cases were listed in table 1, where 0 h is the still water depth before the plane; 0 H is the incident significant wave height for random wave; T is the significant wave period for random wave. The empirical current friction coefficient f c in the presence of water waves had values of 0.01 and 0.007 in case of the offshore plane with 1:40 and 1:100 slope respectively. The JOSNWAP wave spectrum [13] was adopted as input wave spectrum. For each case, the numerical results of wave height, wave set-up, long-shore current, as well as pollutant concentration contours at different time, in which five isoconcentration lines were presented and the minimum pollutant concentration relative to initial of that in the emission site was set to be 5%, were shown in Fig.  1-5 respectively. Numerical results of wave height, wave set-up and long-shore current were verified well by available experimental results [14] except for the long-shore current in case 1 for shortage of valid experiment results. The pollutant movement contours in random waves and wave breaking induced long-shore currents were predicted as shortage of valid experimental results of these. It was obviously shown in Fig. 1-5 , that the pollutant transported mainly in random wave breaking zone, and pollutant movement direction was little influenced by water wave propagating direction. This could be interpreted by that, based on the linear water wave theory, the water particle trajectory under the action of water waves was closed, and the pollutant movement outside surf zone was affected mainly by water waves. In surf zone, the pollutant was obviously transported by long-shore currents and diffused under the action of waves and long-shore currents.
By contrast with the pollutant concentration contours in Fig.1 and Fig. 2 , it was shown that the pollutant in case 2 transported more quickly compared with that in case 1 in surf zone. This behavior could be interpreted by that, the wave breaking lines were different for waves with different period as the wave breaking height in Eq. (3) is governed both by water wave steepness and local water depth, and the pollutant emission site in case 2 comparing to that in case 1 was closer to the breaking line, where the long-shore current velocity appeared the maximum value, hence the pollutant in case 2 transported more quickly. However, by contrast with the pollutant concentration contours in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , it was shown that the pollutant transport in case 4 behaved similar to that in case 5 in surf zone. This behavior could be interpreted by that, the wave breaking height in case 4 and case 5 was governed mainly by local water depth, where the wave period had little influence on breaking wave height and the distribution of wave breaking induced long-shore current, as well as pollutant transport. These also indicated that the wave period affected the long-shore current distribution and pollutant transport in surf zone in conditions of wave steepness governed wave breaking, which is mainly presented to the wave propagating in deep and multimedia water depth, and the wave period had little influence on long-shore current distribution and pollutant transport in surf zone in conditions of water depth governed wave breaking, which is mainly presented to the wave propagating in shallow water depth.
By contrast with the pollutant concentration contours in Fig.1 and Fig. 3 , it was shown that the pollutant in case 3 transported more quickly compared with that in case 1 in surf zone. This behavior could be interpreted by that, the incident wave with a larger wave height induced a larger long-shore current at breaking sites, and the long-shore current velocity at emission site in case 3 was larger than that in case 1, hence the pollutant transported in case 3 more quickly than it did in case 1.
By contrast with the pollutant concentration contours in Fig.1 and Fig. 4 , it was shown that the pollutant in case 4 transported more quickly compared with that in case 1 in surf zone, but the maximum long-shore current velocity in case 1 was larger than that in case 4. Furthermore, by contrast with the pollutant concentration contours in Fig. 2 and Fig. 5 , it was shown that the pollutant in case 2 transported more quickly compared with that in case 5 in surf zone, and the maximum long-shore current velocity in case 2 was larger than that in case 5, which was consistent with the numerical results in case 1 and case 4. The behavior was interpreted by that, the maximum long-shore velocity in case 2 was larger than that in case 5, and the long-shore current velocity at emission site in case 2 was larger than that in case 5, hence the pollutant transported in case 2 more quickly than it did in case 5. However, the long-shore current velocity at emission site in case 4 was larger than that in case 1 although the maximum long-shore velocity in case 1 was larger than that in case 4, hence the pollutant transported in case 4 more quickly than it did in case 1. These also indicated that the pollutant discharged from different locations in surf zone behaved in different motion. The pollutant transport in random breaking waves showed the same tendency as that in regular breaking waves [11] . Hence, the model for pollutant transported in breaking random waves could be modeled by that for pollutant transported in regular waves, where the random waves could be modeled by significant regular waves for computation efficiency. 
Conclusions
The pollutant transport in random breaking waves on mild slope zone was numerically tested on the basis of the developed numerical models, where the random water waves and wave breaking induced long-shore currents were main hydrodynamic factors for pollutant motion. The numerical results indicated that, the pollutant transport in surf zone was mainly affected by the wave breaking induced long-shore currents. Moreover, the pollutant transported more quickly as the emission location was closer to wave breaking line, and the pollutant discharged near wave breaking line transported more quickly with the increase of the incident wave height and offshore plane steepness. Furthermore, the wave period had more obvious influence on pollutant transport in case of wave breaking governed by wave steepness than by water depth in surf zone. The pollutant transport in random breaking waves showed the same tendency as that in regular breaking waves.
